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policy is currently decentralized. All access controls are
restricted within the scope of a physical host. A policy
supervisor has to spend his time on preparing a policy for
each service and manually deploys them onto all nodes of
the cloud, the process of which can be quite unfriendly
and error-prone. Second, hooking code is a headache for
developers. For a general-purpose system, access controls
are typically enforced by hooking the internal functions
of it. We have found that nova has implemented at least
454 security hooks in its code. This fact indicates that all
functional developers of OpenStack have to pay adequate
attention to insert proper security hooks into the proper
code lines by themselves. However, not all of them are
security experts, and they probably make mistakes. For
example, in the show operation of security groups,
an identical hook has been planted twice, and in list
action of instance type, the security check is not even
positioned. This might be expected sometimes, but there is
no guarantee that an access will always get mediated. If the
security hook is mistakenly absent from a critical action’s
execution path, this action can then be performed by an
unauthorized user. Additionally, a portion of the permission
check is even hard-coded into the platform. If a cloud
customer is unwilling to use the default security policy and
desires to customize his own, there will be no way to achieve
this.
To solve the above-mentioned issues, in this paper, we
propose a security framework called OpenStack Security
Modules. It includes a stand-alone service called patron, and
an attachment module called AEM which is required to be
attached to other OpenStack services to ﬁlter the requests
sent to them (we state it as “attached” not “patched” because
it is totally decoupled with other services). With the OSM
framework, each representational state transfer (REST) [7]
request towards the cloud (including requests sent by not only outside consumers but also the cloud infrastructure itself)
is ﬁltered by AEM ﬁrst. AEM then validates it by sending its
security contexts to patron, which will make a proper decision based on policy enforcement. If patron says yes to this
access, the request will be permitted by AEM to reach the
demanded service. Otherwise AEM will reject it by returning
an error. The OSM framework highlights the achievement of
decoupling access controls from functionalities of cloud in
code level, which facilitates both cloud service providers
and tenant administrators to have a global view on their
security perimeters: the entire cloud or an individual tenant.

Abstract—The access control mechanisms of existing cloud
systems, mainly OpenStack, fail to provide two key factors:
i) centralized access mediation and ii) ﬂexible policy customization. This situation prevents cloud administrators and
end customers from enhancing their security. Furthermore,
a variety of clouds have implemented their access control
systems and policies in separated ways. This might confuse
the customers whose businesses are built on multiple clouds,
as they have to take efforts to accommodate their policies for
different platforms. The OpenStack Security Modules (OSM)
project has developed a least-invasive access control framework
for OpenStack to enable different access control models to
be implemented as loadable modules. This framework can
be a good replacement of the existing permission checks in
OpenStack and other platforms. We also propose an integration
mechanism for multiple policies to form a single decision. This
paper presents the design and implementation of OSM, including a new service called patron and an attachment module
called access endpoint middleware (AEM). Experiments on
the tempest benchmark indicate that OSM has improved the
ﬂexibility and security of policy management without affecting
other services. Meantime, the average performance overhead
remains as low as 7.3%, which is acceptable for practical use.
Keywords-cloud service; OpenStack; access control; security
hook; multi-policy mechanism;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has become a revolutionary power for
enterprises to reduce their costs by using on-demand computational infrastructures [1], [2], [3]. Although being the
most widely adopted cloud in open-source world, OpenStack
failed to give due weight to the security, especially access
control. At present, the critical role of single sign-on in
providing cloud security has been well demonstrated by
keystone, a standalone authentication service, yet the access
control mechanisms of existing mainstream OpenStack are
still inadequate to provide strong security. Locally stored
policy is used to enforce access controls for almost all
OpenStack services, and the policy is implemented as builtin, which allows no one to modify it except cloud service
providers themselves. From the model perspective, attributebased access control (ABAC) [4], [5] is readily adopted by
OpenStack and a part of role-based access control (RBAC)
[6] (the RBAC0 model) is supported as well. The cloud
provider is able to specify authorization rules based on the
properties of subjects and objects. However, these models
are hard-coded into the cloud and lack the ﬂexibility to be
altered. The recent implementation has several limitations
as a method for providing cloud access controls. First, the
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which lacks the ﬂexibility for cloud users to design a policy
which is based on a customized model.
Numerous efforts of providing an access control framework have been done in the operating system ﬁeld, including
Linux Security Modules (LSM) [15], [16], Flask [17], and
GFAC [18]. All of those frameworks were implemented in
Linux, and LSM has even become a part of mainstream
Linux since kernel 2.6. Like these prior projects, patron
seeks to provide general support for access controls of the
cloud. However, its goal slightly differs from these projects
by emphasizing least invasiveness as the most important
value, and this design is made possible by uniﬁed public
interfaces provided by the cloud, which is nearly impossible
for a general operating system.
The very idea of OSM originates from the practical and
technical concerns of the various OpenStack basic projects,
which are required to enforce access controls by their
own. As a complex system, OpenStack has necessity to
decouple its code by isolating its access controls from other
parts and providing them as services just like other core
functionalities. The naming of OpenStack Security Modules
is inspired by LSM [15], [16] for Linux operating system, as
they both provide policy-independent framework of general
access controls. However, what makes them different is that
LSM focuses on inserting general hooks into Linux kernel
to enforce mandatory access control, yet OSM is trying to
remove them. Besides academic efforts, OpenStack Security
Modules project as well maintains the code repository and is
willing to convince the developer community into integrating
this work. We want this security framework to be:
- truly decoupled. Other projects are liberated from maintaining a couple of security hooks in their code;
- conceptually simple, minimally invasive, and efﬁcient;
- customizable for consumers and manageable for administrators at the same time.
The core functionality for most of system security frameworks like LSM was access control, which was conventionally implemented by numerous security hooks. Unlike
those frameworks, OSM merged all security hooks into one
“huge hook” at the entrance of cloud to avoid invasiveness.
Actually, the existing keystone has already been such a hook
to provide authentication service for other functionalities. As
authentication and access controls are always regarded as
two equally key factors of security, it is highly logical to let
access controls be a standalone part of the cloud as well.

And the security settings, especially policy conﬁgurations
can be modiﬁed through the uniﬁed patron interface. In
patron, we design a mechanism to manage multiple policies
provided by both cloud providers and consumers. Several
calls are provided by patron and AEM as a part of the
framework. We have implemented the security framework
based on the latest OpenStack Liberty [8]. Despite the fact
that OpenStack employs REST as its primary interface,
the OSM framework is general enough to be applied to
other kind of interfaces, like simple object access protocol (SOAP), etc. Our source code is released on GitHub:
https:// github.com/ openstack-patron/ patron. The next move
would be encouraging the community to adopt our scheme.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes related work. Section III presents the
design. Section IV shows the implementation. Section V
describes the evaluations, including testing, performance
overhead, and code invasiveness so far. Section VI presents
our conclusions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In the past few years a strong interest has been dedicated
to the investigation of cloud security. A wide variety of
industrial and academic efforts have been done to provide a more secure cloud. Amazon Web Services (AWS)
[9], currently the leading proprietary cloud, has supported
identity-based authorization for cloud customers with its
Identity and Access Management (IAM). Basic elements like
users, groups and permissions are provided for customers
to restrict the access to their own resources. Other clouds
like Microsoft Azure [10], Google App Engine [11], etc.
have highlighted the access controls by constructing a single
sign-on mechanism to support their policies. However, their
policies are based on their own systems and lack adequate
ﬂexibility for users to customize them unlimitedly.
Access control as a service (ACaaS), proposed in [12]
by Wu et al., provided a new cloud service to provide
comprehensive and ﬁne-grained access control. It is claimed
to support multiple access control models, whereas there is
no evidence that this approach applies to the models except
RBAC. And this work is highly based on IAM provided by
AWS, which makes it difﬁcult to apply for other clouds.
OpenStack access control (OSAC), proposed in [13] by
Tang et al., has presented a formalized description for
conceptions in keystone, such as domains and projects in
addition to roles. It further proposed a domain trust extension
for OSAC to facilitate secure cross-domain authorization.
This work is orthogonal to ours, since it mainly focuses
on the enhancement of keystone. The domain trust decision
made by OSAC can be used as a policy condition in patron,
which increases the granularity of access controls. So our
work can be well integrated together.
The work proposed in [14] by Jin et al., has deﬁned
a formal ABAC speciﬁcation suitable for infrastructure as
a service (IaaS) and implemented it in OpenStack. It includes two models: the operational model IaaSop and the
administrative model IaaSad , which provide ﬁne-grained
access control for tenants. However, This work only focuses
on isolated tenants and cross-tenant access control is not
supported. Moreover, their model is bundled with ABAC,

III. D ESIGN
This section covers the design details of OSM framework.
The overview of the OSM architecture will be described in
Section III-A. The multi-policy mechanism will be described
in Section III-B.
A. Overview of OSM
The architecture of OSM framework is illustrated in
Figure 1. The newly added patron is provided as a policy service. AEM is provided as a request manager placed between
customers and cloud services. Access control services are
provided by the framework to support policy enforcement
of other components, including compute, image, network,
etc.
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Figure 1.

own tenants. This modiﬁcation can be done by an additional
tenant check on the provided credential.
Despite the fact that the communications between AEM
and patron happen in the intranet of the cloud, there is a
chance that an insider attacker compromises all the access
controls by tampering the network trafﬁc containing patron’s
decisions. Cryptographic measures can be taken to secure
their communicating channel. However, such protection may
also impact the efﬁciency of the system. This is a trade-off
required to be made by the cloud provider. In this paper, we
assume that proper protection on communication channels
is offered.
A crucial premise of the OSM framework is whether AEM
can enforce all permission validations as comprehensive
and ﬁne-grained as the original security hooks deeply
embedded in the code? We hold a positive opinion
because of the following two arguments: First, OpenStack
basically have all main functions deﬁned as API calls, all
of which are REST based and can be invoked through
web server gateway interface (WSGI). By intercepting
this interface, AEM is supposed to be capable of
ﬁltering all incoming requests. This guarantees that all
accesses towards the cloud are mediated and restricted.
Second, all critical operations embedded inside the
cloud that are not reﬂected as REST calls but as well
require to be access controlled are well-handled. In fact,
we have found these kinds of operations. Like nova
show demo-instance1, when nova is handling this
call, it not only checks against the compute:get
rule, but also enforces several additional rules,
including compute_extension:security_groups,
compute_extension:keypairs, etc. Fortunately, we
found that only one of these rules, compute:get in
this example is the “main” rule. Without the approval of
the main rule, the whole action would fail. Based on this
pattern, the OSM framework only needs to check the main
rule to achieve the same effect as the original hooks. For
brevity, in the following sections, we will assume that there
is only one rule (op) for each function call.

Architecture of the OSM Framework

AEM is an attachment module that performs request
ﬁltering and mediating on behalf of the target service. AEM
is required to examine all incoming requests to determine
the operation and the information of the target going to be
operated, then send all these data to patron for a ruling result.
Patron determines whether to approve this access based on
the policy.
As a service of providing centralized access controls for
the whole cloud, the main functions of patron include access
veriﬁcation, policy storage, policy update, etc. As shown in
Figure 1, when a user request reaches AEM, AEM sends a
verify request to patron for permission authorization. The
latter will then determine whether this access is okay based
on the policy and related security context which is a part of
the request. The security context includes three elements:
- caller context: the requesting body, usually a
cloud user.
- object context: the requested resource, such as a
virtual machine (VM) instance or a mountable disk.
- op: the operation the subject is performing on the
object (like start or stop an instance).
These elements are previously used to enforce the original
machine-wide policy and we have taken them unchangingly
as the parameters of the new verify request to remain
compatible with original code. So far, the most simpliﬁed
model would be that patron still employs these elements
to enforce the policy in the same manner as like other
services do for the local policy. The only difference is that
the previous policy rules distributed in multiple services have
been centralized into a single node, thus making it ﬁt well
for large-scale deployment.
Patron is assumed to be positioned similarly in the overall
OpenStack architecture to keystone, as a result of a shared
communicating manner. e.g., for a multi-regional cloud,
those two services can be both positioned at the boundaries
of the regions. In practice, patron can even be physically
collocated with keystone to minimize hardware cost.
In OpenStack, any user with an admin role is regarded as
the cloud administrator by default. This assumption is too
coarse-grained as it fails to achieve the differentiation between tenant administrators and cloud administrators. Thus
in the OSM framework, we did a slight bit of modiﬁcation
to the original model: let users with admin role in admin
tenant be the cloud administrators, and users with admin
role in other tenants (not admin) be the tenant administrators. Cloud administrators are privileged to control the whole
cloud, while tenant administrators can only manage their

B. Multi-Policy Mechanism
The original policy for OpenStack is a single JSON ﬁle
called policy.json locally stored on the service node. A
number of rules are provided in that ﬁle and are supposed
to be globally enforced for every cloud user, including
cloud administrators. A user cannot specify his own policy
rules or make changes to the original policy enforcement
mechanism. This structure was poorly designed and failed to
meet policy customization demands from both consumer and
cloud provider’s perspectives. Therefore, this paper proposes
a model called multi-policy mechanism (MPM). In MPM,
two types of policy are designed as below:
Global policy. This type of policy is provided by the
cloud provider. It can be enforced on all tenants across the
whole cloud, and only cloud administrator can modify it. A
global policy is public to be viewed and used by all cloud
users, just like the built-in types for a VM instance.
Customer policy. This type of policy is conﬁgurable
on the consumer side. It only applies within a tenant-wide
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scope, and a tenant’s administrator can modify it, while other
tenants can neither view nor change it.
MPM is based on metadata, which is a ﬁle that describes
the multiple policies and organizes them into a tree structure.
Policies can be nested. The inner policy is called a “subpolicy” of the outer one. The outmost policy is the root of
the policy tree and will be enforced by MPM in a depth-ﬁrst
manner. Policy is composed of a number of ﬁelds including
name, type, enforcer, version and rules.
When we talked about a security policy, we did not
quite distinguish between practical policy rules or just the
enforcing logic for this sort of policy. MPM has clariﬁed
these conceptions by deﬁning them as rules and enforcer.
A security system that supports multiple policies typically
allows its users to design their policy rules. However, the
underlying enforcement logic of them is usually unchangeable. MPM makes it customizable even for cloud users to
offer maximum ﬂexibility, so this policy as well represents
the “security module” in OSM. In OpenStack, policy enforcement was originally implemented as a module called
policy.py, which can be viewed as an enforcer for ABAC
policy in our terminology. We refactor it by extracting out
the shared logic of a general enforcer into an inheritable base
class. A security module’s author for the OSM framework
should write his own enforcer in accordance with the base
class declarations. These declarations can be simpliﬁed as
below:
- Input: request vector (caller context, target context,
op), rules
- Output: decision (permit|deny)
Through this mechanism, a cloud user can customize
their own security module by submitting his policy to
the cloud. Since enforcer is essentially Python code, the
cloud provider is required to provide some sorts of code
examination measures for uploaded enforcer ﬁles to ensure
there is no malicious code included. Since anti-injection has
already proved to be an effective measure to prevent arbitrary
code loading in web services, we believe the cloud provider
can employ similar techniques to perform the policy code
examination. Furthermore, some common enforcers like the
original enforcer of OpenStack should be provided. And
their policy should be viewable and editable in an userfriendly manner like a graphical user interface.
We also emphasize on the strategy about who can access
the policy. It includes four constraints:
Constraint I. A cloud administrator should be privileged
to access all tenants’ policies through read-only functions
such as get-policy for maintenance convenience, because this allows him to assist users in troubleshooting
potential errors of policy conﬁguration. However, he should
be forbidden to set a customer tenant’s policy to avoid an
insider attack. The second task for a cloud administrator is
to manage global policies, so he must have full authorization
to access and modify them. We implemented it straightforwardly by posing global policies and cloud administrators
in a single tenant admin, so that cloud administrators can
modify global policies without additional settings.
Constraint II. A tenant administrator is approved to call
all functions provided by patron for managing the policy of

Figure 2.

AEM Internal Design

his own tenant.
Constraint III. An end-user is only approved to access
resources in his own tenant by default.
Constraint IV. Only patron is authorized to call any
functions provided by AEM.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION
In this section we show details about the implementation
of the OSM framework.
A. AEM
As shown in Figure 2, AEM is designed to be composed
of several components, including Request Parser, URL
Mapper, Target Retriever, Internal Request Handler,
Request Vector Cache and Patron Client. AEM ﬁrst receives the request from its upstream WSGI middleware (aka
keystonecontext). It then gathers useful information
using Request Parser, URL Mapper and Target Retriever. If
the request is dedicated to AEM itself, it will be handled
in Internal Request Handler. Otherwise it will be looked up
on the Request Vector Cache. If the cache is not hit, ﬁnally
AEM will query for a decision by sending a validation request to patron via Patron Client. Based on patron’s decision,
AEM chooses to deliver the request to the next middleware
or just deny the request by returning authorization failure
(aka HTTP 403 error) to the prior middleware.
1) Setting up: As a part of the OSM framework, AEM
serves as an extension to target services to provide access
controls for them. OpenStack typically provides its services
based on WSGI speciﬁcation. This standard speciﬁes a structure called ﬁlter chain, which is an extension mechanism that
supports the preprocessing and ﬁltering of incoming requests
before their arrival to the application side. Keystone has utilized these ﬁlters to offer authentication for the cloud. Thus a
natural way to think about it would be implementing AEM
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as a WSGI ﬁlter as well. It is called patron_verify
and exactly located after keystonecontext (keystone’s
middleware). We believe this is an optimal place as access
control always comes after authentication.
2) Op and Target Map: As shown in Figure 2, there
are two data structures required by AEM, op map and
target map. As a cost of removing hooks, AEM does not
naturally understand which operation a request is going
to perform and which resource it is going to operate on
without additional information. Actually, we found there
exists a mapping between the request and its corresponding
operation, which allows us to use a map (aka op map)
to store this information beforehand. Thus when a request
arrives, AEM can recognize its operation by looking up this
map.
The key of op map is called path tuple. It is a 5-tuple:
- port: the port of target service.
- version: the API version of target service.
- pathlet: the path and query parts of the requested
URL.
- method: the method ﬁeld of the request’s HTTP
header.
- inner action: the body ﬁeld of the request’s
HTTP header.
It is notable that inner action is optional and used by
OpenStack to represent extra information like parameters or
actions if pathlet has not speciﬁed them clearly. Take nova
show demo-instacne1 for instance. The path tuple is:

functions to obtain the context of a resource. A good news
is the built-in object types are still humanly enumerable
(only up to 21 types for nova), which allows us to manually
connect an object type with its ORF. Since Python is a
dynamic scripting language, ORFs can be implemented
using reﬂection mechanism provided by the language.
3) Data Collection: After the preparations of conﬁguration and map data, this section will describe AEM’s actual
processing steps for a request. As a new request comes in,
the ﬁrst phase for AEM to do is collecting security related
data. Request Parser, URL Mapper and Target Retriever are
involved in this phase.
Request Parser is leveraged to translate the coming request
into two parts: caller context and path tuple. As a part
of the request, caller context is essentially an attribute list
describing the credentials of the calling user, including his
tenant identiﬁer, user identiﬁer, roles, etc. The other part of
the output is path tuple, as we described in the previous
section.
URL Mapper takes the path tuple provided by Request
Parser as input and retrieves the operation by looking up op
map provided in Section IV-A2. Meanwhile, the target ID
is also parsed out to serve as the input of Target Retriever.
Target Retriever then obtains the ORF by looking up the
object type in target map provided in Section IV-A2 which
is generated by URL Mapper.
4) Decision Caching and Querying: AEM normally
queries for a security decision each time when needed.
This manner will bring additional time overhead, mainly
the network latency between AEM and patron. To alleviate
this situation, a cache module called Request Vector Cache
is provided in AEM. Caching will be performed for each
patron’s decision, so that a new request can just use the
cached result, instead of accessing patron again. If cache
misses, AEM then queries patron for decision making, and
newly obtained ruling result will be buffered in the cache.
Since the buffer space of the cache is limited, AEM must
ensure as little as possible about the memory use of a cached
entry. The structure of a cache entry is shown as follows:

(8774, "/v2", "/servers/cb5e2885-ebf1-438a-89db-2628
4bdf75c1", "GET", "")

Since an entry from op map is supposed to match all
operations of the same type, individual information like a
speciﬁc UUID of an instance should be generalized before
getting stored in op map. Like the pathlet below:
/servers/cb5e2885-ebf1-438a-89db-26284bdf75c1

It will be generalized to:
/servers/%UUID%

(op, caller_tenant_id::caller_user_id, target_tenant
_id::target_id) -> action

The value of op map is called operation name, abbreviated
as op. It is originally deﬁned in the mechanism of policy
enforcement of OpenStack. By adding log printing code
(print the path tuple and op together), we have collected
op maps for a couple of services. An op map can compose
of up to hundreds of entries, the size of which depends on
amount of function calls provided by the target service.
So far, op map is provided to answer the ﬁrst question
we posed at the beginning of IV-A2. The next is how
to retrieve the resource object the request is asking for.
As we have observed, pathlet has already provided the
identiﬁer of the resource, what we call target ID. However,
the original policy enforcement of OpenStack is based on
target context (actually an attribute list describing details of a
target resource). Fortunately, we found OpenStack has been
designed in a paradigm of object-oriented model. An object
retrieving function (ORF) is provided to obtain each type
of objects, like VM instances, network interfaces, key pairs,
disk volumes, etc. These functions translate the identiﬁers
into the object contexts. Thus, AEM can leverage these

op is the aforementioned operation name, while
caller_tenant_id and caller_user_id together
can identify a caller, similarly, target_tenant_id and
target_id can be used to identify a resource. action is
simply a boolean value to represent permitted or denied. It is
notable that a cloud user under different tenants can possess
distinct permissions. To differentiate them, the cache must
take tenant identiﬁers into consideration as a part of the
mapping key.
If the coming request is neither an internal request nor
stored in the cache, decision querying will be performed by
the Patron Client module. This module utilizes a client tool
called python-patronclient built by us to call patron’s functions. Finally, AEM will check patron’s response.
As a special case, if the querying process fails or timeouts,
AEM will by default reject the request for security purpose.
5) Internal Requests: When policy on patron’s side gets
updated, corresponding cache in AEM also should be wiped
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or it will be in an inconsistent state. Patron needs a way
to inform AEM of the cache wiping event. Since AEM is
implemented as an attachment to other services, it needs
to provide its own calls for patron. We call those requests
intended for AEM itself as internal requests, as they are
supposed to be handled internally in its Internal Request
Handler and will not go further into the service behind AEM.
This manner effectively minimizes OSM’s invasion to the
target service. Currently, only one function wipe-cache
has been exposed by AEM. However, it can be easily
extended to provide new calls.

Figure 3.

B. Patron

The Process of Wrapping Uploaded Metadata with LBM

2) Policy Enforcement: Based on the constraints in III-B,
we can deduce several policies:
- enable: the policy enabling the rights for the administrators to conﬁgure their policies. This policy is
based on Constraint I and Constraint II and
enforced by patron.
- restrict: the policy to ensure users can only have
rights to access resources belonging to their own tenants, so unauthorized access is restricted. This policy is
based on Constraint III and enforced by patron.
- self-protect: the policy to ensure functions provided by AEM cannot be invoked by any others except
patron. This policy is based on Constraint IV. It
is notable that this policy is directly enforced by AEM
to avoid the loop described in IV-B1.
The enable policy is shown below:

Patron is the newly proposed service which plays a crucial
part in the OSM framework. It provides access controls for
all functions calls to the REST interfaces of the cloud. It
primarily composes of three parts:
- patron-api: serves as a REST interface of the
patron service.
- patron-verify: consults access rules in the policy
and determines an access ruling result in response to
the query from AEM.
- patron-update: manages the storage of all patron’s
policies, controls the policy updates and also provides
a functionality to send notiﬁcations to AEM for events
like cache wiping.
Additionally, a database and a message queue are also
required by patron just like other services. The database is
currently only used for storing metadata about the policy.
The practical policy rules are stored on disk. The message queue is used to provide communications between
patron-api, patron-verify and patron-update.
It is worth noting that patron can be deployed on multiple
nodes just as other services do, so requests to patron API
will be load-balanced to gain performance and avoid single
point failures.
1) Provided Functions: As the name suggests,
patron-api is mainly implemented to provide REST
interfaces for patron by listening at port 8292 for
connections. Since patron is also provided as a service, its
interfaces also require to be access controlled by AEM.
This means that all requests to functions provided by patron
will be mediated by patron itself. This kind of manner
might cause deadlock if not handled correctly: a function
call to patron asks for a permission from patron. However,
that mediation itself is also a function call to patron that
demands another query to patron. It is not hard to see that
the verify function call will cause an endless loop of
calling and it requires to be specially handled to interrupt
the loop. A rational solution is letting AEM act differently
for this function: instead of querying patron for decision,
AEM only performs a local check to ensure the caller is
checking his own access rights. Since the caller context
of a verify call just comes from the request context
which has been authenticated by keystone, this prevents
a malicious user to fake another user’s identity and peep
at other’s access rights by testing against the verify
function.

"is_admin": "role:admin",
"cloud_admin": "project_id:admin and rule:is_admin",
"project_admin": "project_id:%(project_id)s and
rule:is_ admin",
"cloud_or_project_admin": "rule:cloud_admin: or
rule:project_admin",
"access:get_policy": "rule:cloud_or_project_admin",
"access:set_policy": "rule:project_admin",

The restrict policy is shown below: (* means for all
operations)
"*": "project_id:%(project_id)s"

The self-protect policy is shown below:
"access:verify": "project_id:service and user_id:pat
ron"

At present, policy has already become customizable for
consumers, including global policy and customer policy.
Those policies are all optional and can be speciﬁed in a
tenant’s metadata. This has made MPM look likely to be a
discretionary access control (DAC) design. However, a cloud
provider also has requirement to enforce some mandatory
access control (MAC) restrictions. For example, a tenant
user can only access his own resources (the restrict
policy), or a policy administrator in a tenant should always
have the rights to conﬁgure the policy for his tenant (the
enable policy), etc. These global restrictions are primarily
for the majority of consumers and should not be violated
in any way. Given that the policy for a tenant is controlled
by the tenant administrator himself, a wrapping approach
is proposed to encapsulate the tenant’s metadata with a “LBlock Metadata” (LBM) as the ﬁnal metadata to be enforced
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for that tenant. LBM is essentially a metadata with an
empty slot for another metadata to be “grafted” there as
shown at the right side of Figure 3. The wrapping happens
automatically when a cloud user uploads his metadata. So
there would be no chance for a malicious user to bypass
it. A typical processing of wrapping a metadata with LBM
is shown in Figure 3. LBM gets its name as it has a
shape of “L”. The metadata of LBM is a combination of
four global policies: enable, restrict, op-and and
op-or. enable has already been described in this section
earlier. It is connected with the customer-provided policy
custom with an op-or, which represents granting the
policy set permissions to administrators in any case. This is
used to prevent user’s misoperation because there is a chance
that a tenant administrator incautiously locked down himself
by revoking his own policy set privileges. This policy is
connected with restrict by an op-and, because no
more rights should be given beyond restrict. Otherwise
illegal across-tenant access occurs. This mechanism of LBM
ensures a cloud user could not modify global settings to
breach cloud security by tamping with his metadata.

Table I
U NPROTECTED O PS OF O P M AP
Service

Op map entries

Empty ops
Intended
Vulnerable

%Vulnerable rate

nova

156

13

17

glance

48

6

3

10.9%
6.3%

neutron

89

40

19

21.3%

cinder

39

3

2

5.1%

heat

27

2

0

0%

ceilometer

12

0

0

0%

Table II
T EMPEST B ENCHMARKS , T IME IN S ECONDS

V. E VALUATIONS
The experimental cloud is deployed following a four-node
conﬁguration: controller node, network node, compute node
and block storage node. Patron is deployed on the controller.

Service

Liberty

OSM

Overhead

+Cache

nova

651.68

714.44

9.6%

701.76

Overhead
7.7%

glance

229.70

291.02

26.7%

253.16

10.2%

neutron

230.31

260.45

13.1%

248.27

7.8%

cinder

136.83

171.32

25.2%

148.78

8.7%

heat

292.62

345.34

18.0%

317.80

8.6%

ceilometer

618.79

628.46

1.6%

622.31

0.6%

registered in op map will be denied by default. This forces
developers to register their operations and designing proper
policy in patron before getting new features online, which
ensures that all accesses will be controlled in the cloud.

A. Weakness of Hooks
Through analyzing the result of op map, we found a
surprising fact that not all functions provided by OpenStack
are currently under policy enforcement, as shown in Table
I. 105 out of 371 operations are performed without any
access control. 64 of them are intended to be used as
open interface, which means the function designer does
not want authorization check to occur. Examples like these
are instance type list, server availability
zone list, etc. However, the remaining 41 functions
are critical and unprotected by the policy, like changing
arbitrary machine or network states. Speciﬁcally, only heat
and ceilometer have put all their functions under protection
by the policy. The worst case is neutron for 19 out of 89
functions can be called without authorization. This manner
greatly endangers the whole system as those functions can be
called by any cloud user without any permission checking.
The fundamental cause of this is the cloud provider can
hardly have a precise understanding about the situation of
security hooks. As a rapidly developing open-source project,
OpenStack has involved a large foundation of developers in
its development process. Numerous features can be added
on a daily basis. It is difﬁcult for anyone to investigate
or supervise whether a function has been accompanied by
an appropriate permission check. This should be viewed
as a potential risk because the adversary has been given a
chance to identify those unprotected calls and exploit them
to compromise the cloud. The OSM framework offers the
possibilities for a cloud provider to comprehend the whole
security situation by simply examining the entries of op
map. In the legacy hooking way, if a careless programmer
forgets to add security check for his code, the function still
runs. However, in the OSM framework any operations not

B. Performance
We used tempest [19] for benchmarking. We compared
the standard OpenStack Liberty cloud against an alternative
with the OSM framework applied (for both AEM’s cache off
and on). The results are shown in Table II. The additional
time introduced by the security framework is acceptable, as
the average cost was 15.7% for cache disabled, and 7.3%
for cache enabled. This overhead is primarily due to the
communication delays between patron and AEM. The worst
case was 26.7% for cache disabled and 10.2% for cache
enabled in glance. This result is expected because of the
relatively small amount of time consumed in each glance
call compared to the execution of permission checking.
The effect of OSM to ceilometer is not obvious due to
fewer operations needed to be access controlled. The average
additional cost per function call is close to 122ms, which is
a fairly small ﬁgure compared with the delay across a largescale public network like Internet.
C. Invasiveness of OSM
In Table III we present data that give a rough estimate
of the scale and complexity of adding centralized security
enforcement to OpenStack. Overall, AEM’s code modiﬁcation to a service was only limited to three Python code ﬁles,
summing up to hundreds of LOC. And those components
increased in size less than 1.5% (except patron). Besides
these code modiﬁcations, we also examined other types of
changes involved, like conﬁguration changes, data changes,
etc. Since AEM is designed to be a WSGI attachment, this
needs a couple of lines of modiﬁcations in the conﬁguration
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M ODIFICATIONS OF OSM
Service

LOC without AEM

Table III
O PEN S TACK , N UMBER IN L INES

TO

-Hooks

+AEM code

OSM’s change
+AEM conﬁg
+AEM op map

+AEM target map

%Incr

nova

275801

454

767

4

156

21

0.34%

glance

69832

44

767

5

48

6

1.18%

neutron

118883

161

767

3

89

12

0.73%

cinder

186606

77

767

6

39

5

0.44%

heat

100990

70

767

4

27

6

0.80%

ceilometer

54732

19

767

3

12

1

1.43%

patron

8878

N/A

767

4

6

4

N/A

of that service. Additionally, supporting data like target and
op maps are also represented in Table III. Since these data
provide extra knowledge for function calls, their sizes keep
proportional to the amount of calls in that service.
The changes required to implement the OSM framework
did not involve any modiﬁcations to the existing Python code
or REST calls. A couple of calls are provided by patron to
support policy management for both cloud consumers and
service providers. Furthermore, an internal call is extended
on AEM for cache wiping. Despite the fact that AEM’s call
is sharing the same REST interface with the attached service,
it does not actually increase invasiveness since they are
straightly handled by AEM and have no involvement with
the inner logic of attached service. All applications that run
on the stock OpenStack cloud can be executed unchanged
on a cloud equipped with OSM framework.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
The OpenStack project supports the classical ABAC security policies to be enforced locally as the primary way
of access controls, which in many cases is not adequate.
The combination of open source code and broad popularity
has made OpenStack a popular target for enhanced cloud
security frameworks. The OSM project exists to provide
a least invasive security framework for access controls in
OpenStack. It includes a new policy service called patron
and an attachment module for target services called AEM.
We presented the design and implementation of the OSM
interface. OSM provides a multi-policy mechanism that
is rich enough to enable a wide variety of security policies, while imposing minimal disturbance to the OpenStack
source code, and minimal overhead on the performance. The
average overhead is 7.3%, which is an acceptable result.
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